**CHANGE LOGS:**

**iRacing BETA Interface**

- Improved performance on the User-Created Races page, and modal menus.
- Fixed lag when clicking on navigation items in the Series modal menu.
- Fixed an issue where clicking "F" or "C" repeatedly in the Set Climate tab would increase or decrease the temperature exponentially.
- When creating a Hosted Session, the selected Damage setting now appears in the Summary Page.
- Test Drive now auto-saves when the settings are reset.
- Tooltips have been added to the Damage toggles to better explain the state.
- Decreased processing time during login handshake.
- Fixed a display issue where the pre-selected time of day and starting time may not have matched when the Session was created.
- Resolved an issue where clicking a date/time picker and then not choosing a date could cause a reference error.

**iRacing Membersite**

- Fixed a Simulator launch error issue with the "Test Car on Track" button under the "Race Now" section for cars in Series with Fixed Setups.
- League seasons now display in the header the number of races counting toward the Season standings.

**Heat Racing**

- Fixed an issue in Heat Racing events with Stacked Consolation Races.
  - The system was failing to properly advance drivers from the Final Consolation Race into the Feature Race, and failing to finalize the starting grid for the Feature Race.

**Dirt Racing**

- The default starting track usage value for Dirt Oval Sessions (Practice, Qualify, and Race) has been
Rendering

- Fixed an issue that was causing darkness when the Shader Detail Level was set to "3".

Admin Commands

- The help text for the "!trackstate" command has been shortened.

Peripherals

- The Fanatec SDK in use has been reverted from 3.4.1 to 3.3.
- Users may need to reinstall drivers to get their wheel to link properly.

CARS:

Audi R8 GT3

- 2019 Season 2 GT3 BoP Adjustment: Weight has been reduced by 10 kg.

BMW M8 GTE

- Brake components have been adjusted to make it easier to lock the rear wheels, and push target brake pressure bias higher.
- Reduced the volume of the in-car gear shift sounds.
- Fixed some minor graphical issues with the car model.
- Baseline setup has been updated.

Chevrolet Corvette C6.R GT1

- Fixed an issue where this vehicle's speed was unintentionally reduced.
Dallara F3
- A starter has been added to this vehicle.

Dirt Legends Ford '34 Coupe
- Fixed the engine so it will not stall as easily so that the Anti-Stall Driving Aid will work correctly.

Dirt Midget
- Fixed the engine so it will not stall as easily so that the Anti-Stall Driving Aid will work correctly.
- Vehicle starter has been made more reliable.

Dirt Sprint Car
- (ALL) - Season setups have been updated.

Dirt Sprint Car Non-Winged
- (ALL) - Season setups have been updated.

Formula Renault 2.0
- A starter has been added to this vehicle.

Formula Renault 3.5
- A starter has been added to this vehicle.

Legends Ford '34 Coupe
- Fixed the engine so it will not stall as easily so that the Anti-Stall Driving Aid will work correctly.
- Season setups have been updated.
Legends Ford '34 Coupe - Rookie
- Fixed the engine so it will not stall as easily so that the Anti-Stall Driving Aid will work correctly.

NASCAR Camping World Chevrolet Silverado
- Season setups have been updated.

NASCAR Camping World Toyota Tundra
- Fixed an issue where the incorrect vehicle manufacturer logo was stamped on the hood.
- Season setups have been updated.

NASCAR Monster Energy Cup Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 - 2018
- Fixed an issue where increasing ride height was reducing drag.

NASCAR Monster Energy Cup Ford Fusion
- Fixed an issue where increasing ride height was reducing drag.

NASCAR Monster Energy Cup Toyota Camry
- Fixed an issue where increasing ride height was reducing drag.

NASCAR Truck Series Chevrolet Silverado - 2013
- Season setups have been updated.

NASCAR XFINITY Chevrolet Camaro
- Windshield NASCAR branding has been updated.
- Season setups have been updated.
NASCAR XFINITY Ford Mustang

- Windshield NASCAR branding has been updated.
- Season setups have been updated.

NASCAR XFINITY Toyota Camry

- Windshield NASCAR branding has been updated.
- Season setups have been updated.

Nissan GTP ZXT

- A starter has been added to this vehicle.

Porsche 911 RSR

- 2019 Season 2 GTE BoP Adjustment: Aerodynamic downforce has been reduced slightly, and aerodynamic drag has been increased slightly.
- Baseline setup has been updated.

Radical SR8

- Season setups have been updated.

TRACKS:

Charlotte Motor Speedway

- (Legends RC Oval Long) - This track configuration has now been unlocked for all users!

Nürburgring

- Some additional progress on Night Mode lightmaps has been added.